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Abstract

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides a calibration service for dc
standard resistors over 17 decades of resistance from 10-40 to 10120 using seven independent
measurementsystems.Four measurementsystemsare completelyautomated for calibrating resistors
from 1 0 to 1 MO. A fifth system for high resistance measurements is semiautomated. Plans are
underway to fully automate this system, along with the remainingtwo measurement systems. The
primaryconsiderationto automatea measurementsystem is to improve the quality of measurements,
and not simplyto relievethe operator ITomtediousrepetitivemeasurements. This paper describes the
extent and future plans of resistance measurement automation at NIST.

Introduction

At NIST, the U.S. representationof the ohm isbasedon the quantum Hall effect, and it is maintained
at various resistance levels by working reference groups of standards. It is disseminated by a NIST
calibration service for standard resistors of nominal decade values in the range from 10-40 to
10120.(1)To provide this wide-ranging calibrationservice for 17decades of resistance r~quires the
use of seven stand-alone measurement systems for comparing standard resistors.

In 1982 the direct current comparator (DCC) potentiometer system for the calibration of 1 0
resistors was automated. The success of this project resulted in the development of a second DCC
systemfor the calibrationof 10 Q and 100 0 resistorsin 1985. Since 1989, standard resistors having
nominalvaluesof 1 kQ, 10kQ, 100kQ, and 1MQ have been calibrated using an automated system
based on an unbalanced-bridge method. In 1995, an automated resistance-ratio bridge for the
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calibration of high-quality 10 kO standards was completed. A fifth system for high resistance
measurements (>1 MO) is semiautomated. Plans are underway to automate this system fully along
with the remainingtwo measurement systems.

There were many advantages realized in automating these measurement systems. Foremost, the
qualityof the measurementshas improved.1)Automationhas eliminatedthe bias of the operator and
errors that result from transcribing data. 2) Measurements can be taken during non-working hours
when electrical and mechanical environmental noise is at a minimum.3) Measurement precision is
improved with the taking of more measurements under a controlled and repetitive balancing
algorithm.The precisetimingof measurementsequenceseliminateshort-termdrift effects of resistors.
4) Automationrelievesthe operator ftom tediousand iterativetasks, allowing more time for research
activities. 5) Finally, automation has reduced the part of the calibration fee that is associated with
direct labor costs.

Thispaper brieflydescribesthe automatedresistancemeasurement systemsat NIST along with some
of the challenges overcome in developing these systems. The status of future automated resistance
measurement systems at NIST will also be discussed.

Automated Systems

Each of the four automated resistance measurement systems is controlled by a dedicated personal
computer(PC), whichcommunicateswith the system's instruments using serial, parallel, and IEEE-
488 standard interfaces. In changing from an operator-controlled systemto a computer-controlled
or automated system, the primary consideration is that the automated system must function at the
state-of-the-art level and not increase the uncertainty of the measurement process.

1 g Measurements

An automated DCC potentiometer system, shown in Figure 1, is used for the measurement of
Thomas-type 1 g standards.(2)Fifteen 1 g resistors - five of which comprise the working group,
alongwith two check standardsand eighttest resistors- are connected in series in the primary circuit
of the DCC. The value of any resistor in the string can be determined by indirectly comparing its
voltage drop to the mean of the voltage drops of the working group via a stable resistor RDin the
secondary circuit of the DCC. Ampere-turn balance is maintainedwith the adjustment of the slave
current source by the output of the demodulator circuit operating in a feedback mode. The voltage
balance(D) is made automatic by driving the photocell galvanometer amplifier(pGA) detector to a
nullconditionwith a feedback current through an auxiliary10 turn winding. This feedback current,
which is proportional to the difference between the resistors being compared, is monitored by
measuringthe voltage drop across a 100 0 resistor using a digitalvoltmeter (DVM). The feedback
circuit(A) is calibrated by inserting an additionalunit turn in the primary circuit of the DCC, which
changesthe voltagebalanceby 500 parts per million(ppm).A PC controlsthe operation of the DVM,
resistor selection,current reversal, and the feedback calibrationsignal. The PC also monitors the oil
bath temperature, ambient temperature, ambient relative humidity,and barometric pressure.
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Figure 1. Automated DCC potentiometer for 1 Q measurements.

The main problem areas encountered in automating this system were the detector/feedback and
switching circuits. An initial attempt was made to use a digital nanovoltmeter as the detector to
measurethe unbalancedvoltagebetweenresistors in the DCC circuit directly. The excellent linearity
of the digital nanovoltmeter precluded the need to achieve a null balance, and it could be readily
interfacedto a PC. However, it proved unsatisfactory due to an excessive ac signal (700-800 Hz) in
the DCC windings as a result of core mismatch in the modulator/demodulator network. This ac
signalintroducednoise greater than 0.5 ppm in the detector circuit that was not entirely filtered out
by the nanovoltmeter. The problem was solved by keeping the original PGA as the detector and,
because of its poor linearity, constructing a feedback circuit to drive the PGA to a null condition.

The main requirement of the switching system was that it have low thermoelectric voltages, since
resistor comparisons are done by a potentiometric method with only O.1 V across a resistor. A
commercialcrossbarswitchwas modifiedfor the selectionof resistor potentials to be compared. The
critical contacts of the crossbar switch were placed in a thich-walled aluminumbox and separated
from their actuator coils using plastic rods. This reduced thermal gradients within the box and
resulted in low thermoelectric voltages.

10 Q and 100 Q Measurements

A second DCC potentiometer was modified for the automated measurements of 10 Q and 100 Q
resistors.The design,construction,and operation of this system are similarto that for the automated
1 Q system.TheDCC potentiometerwas modified to provide automatic current reversal, automatic
ratio offset, an external access to a 10 turn winding, and an isolated detector output circuit. The
detector-feedback circuit is similar to the one used in the 1 Q system. However, instead of fifteen
resistors, the system is designed to intercompare eight resistors of the same nominal value: two
working standards, one check standard, and five unknowns.
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1 kQ to 1 MQ Measurements

An automated syste~ based on an unbalanced-bridgetechnique, was developed to calibrate resistors
of nominaldecadevaluesof 1kO, 10 kO, 100 kO, and 1 MO.(3)The system is specificallydesigned
to measuredifferencesamongsixnominally-equal,four-terminalstandardresistors(Rl,R2, ... R6)
as shown in Figure 2. A voltage (V) is applied across points A and A' of the hexagonal ring which
divides the ring into two parallelbranches each containing three resistors. Then, a DVM is used to
measure voltages (V1,V2, ... V6) between opposing equipotential terminals of the resistors. Next,
the applied voltage points across the ring are rotated in a clockwise direction to points Band B',
Againvoltage measurements are taken between corresponding terminals of the resistors that are at
nearlyequal potentials.This measurementprocessis repeateda third time with voltage applied across
pointsC and C'. From the three subsetsof measurements for the different connections of the applied
voltage, one obtains a set of nine linear equations. Values of the resistors can be calculated if the
value of at least one of the resistors in the ring is known.
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Figure 2. Unbalanced-bridgecircuit for six resistors.

A problem encountered in automating this system was that the voltage source and DVM can have
leakage resistances to ground on the order of 1010to 10110, These leakage resistances effectively
shunt parts of the ring circuit and result in significantmeasurement errors at the 100 kQ level and
above.To reduce these errors, an active guard network was used to drive the guard terminal of the
DVM at nearly the same potential as its input terminals.

10 kQ Measurements

Recentlyan automated resistancebridgehas beendevelopedfor the calibration of high-quality 10 kO
standards. It is basedon the Warshawskybridge(4)whichadds fan resistors at the branch points of the
bridgeto eliminatefirst-order effects caused by lead resistances. A schematic diagram of this bridge
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is shown in Figure 3 without its guard circuit. The main bridge circuit consists of ratio arms A/B,
dummyresistorR, the unknownresistor X, and fan resistors a, b, r, and x. The bridge is designed to
be self-balancing. The isolated output of the electronic detector is connected to an operational
integratorwhichprovidesa feedbackcurrent to a 0.1 0 resistor.The voltage drop across this resistor
drivesthe detector to a nullcondition.The feedbackcurrent is monitored by a DVM and is calibrated
by introducing offsets in ratio arms A or B via switches S1 and S2. The measurement range of the
feedbackcircuitis :i:100ppm.

Figure 3. Automated 10 kO resistance bridge.

A uniqueprogrammableguarded coaxial connector panel(S)was developed for selecting resistors. A
computer controlled 3-axis positioning system is used to move a 4-connector vertical arm over a
panel of 72 coaxial connectors mounted in a horizontal plane. This provides for 30 four-terminal
channels. The shields of the connectors are driven by a guard circuit to suppress errors caused by
leakage currents.

Future Plans

NIST has completedthe automationof resistancemeasurementsfrom 1 0 to 1 MO. Future plans are
to extend the automation of measurements above and below this resistance range.

Measurements> 1 MO

Standardresistorsof nominaldecadevaluesfrom 10MO to lOGO are measured using aNIST -built
guarded Wheatstone bridge. This bridge is manually operated and is limited to the comparison of
standardresistorsthat are within5000ppm of nominal. For the measurements of high value resistors
outside of this tolerance or with nominal decade values extending from 10 GO to 1 TO, a
semiautomatic technique using a commercial digital teraohmmeter is used. The teraohmrneter is
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controlled by a PC and the measurement of a single resistor is fully automated. However, the
selection of resistors under test has not been automated. Because of the high resistances involved,
the automatic selection of resistors has to be done using a guarded scanner. NIST plans to develop
a two-terminal version of the programmable guarded switchused for the 10 kO measurements.

NIST is alsodevelopingan automated Wheatstone bridge arrangement for the measurement of high
valueresistancestandards above 1 MO based on reference 6. In it, the resistance ratio arms and the
bridgevoltage supplyof the Wheatstone bridge are replaced by two programmablevoltage sources.
A PC controls the voltage sources and reads an electrometer detector, via the IEEE-488 interface.
Bridge balance is achieved by adjusting one of the voltage sources. Linearityof the voltage source
is measured using a calibrated DVM. A guarded scanqer will be used for the selection of test
resistors. A special environmental chambe~7)has been constructed for housing the resistors under
test.Thechambertemperatureis controlledat 23 :i: 0.02 0 C andthe relativehumiditymaintainedat
35:i: 5%.

Measurements ~1 0

NIST plansto use a modifiedcommercialDCC for the automatic measurementof standard resistors
of nominaldecade values ~1 O. This measurement system will be primarilyused for the calibration
of Rosa-type 1 0 standard resistors or their equivalent, and for all four-terminal standard resistors
havingnominal values of 0.1 0, 0.01 0, 0.001 Q, and 0.0001 O. The maximumcurrent capability
of the system will be 100 A.

Conclusion

NIST has completedautomatingits measurement systemsfor the calibrationof standard resistors of
nominaldecade values from 1 0 to 1 MO. Some of the techniques used to automate these systems
may be of interest to other. standards laboratories. Automation has improved the quality of the
measurements while redu~ing the amount of operator time spent on these measurements. Plans are
underway at NIST to automate the remainingmanual systemsused to calibrate standard resistors.
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